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OPERATION OF THE WATER POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD 
H. H . HILLIKER 

Titanium Division, National Lead Company, St. Louis, Missouri 

Member of Missouri Water Pollution Control Board 
The Water Pollution Board was brought into being 

late in 195 7, and the members appointed by Governor 
Blair in April, 1958. The authorization for this Board 
and its responsibilities are based on Chapter 204, Mis-
souri Revised Statutes, Cumulative Supplement 1957. 
Broadly speaking it is its duty to restore and maintain 
purity of surface and subsurface waters of the State. 
Since the Federal Government has an established policy 
of holding the States responsible for maintaining the 
quality of interstate waters the Board holds jurisdiction 
over the boundary waters, that is the Missouri and Mis-
sissippi Rivers. Financial resources at its disposal are 
limited by the State budget. The lack of financial funds 
is to a considerable extent off-set by the favorable at-
titude of the public toward the need for purifying the 
waters of the State, and so far there has been little prob-
lem in having the communities recognize a pollution 
problem and take the proper action. As a matter of fact , 
it surprises many of my friends when I tell them that 
there are 332 public sewage works in operation in Mis-
souri. 

to build waste disposal plants rather than to resort to 
the use of subterranean crevices for waste disposal, and 
in addition in many instances it is necessary to treat 
wastes before discharging into underground strata to pre-
vent clogging. A request was made of the Board by a 
town in Southern Missouri for a permit to dig a well to 
dispose of surface water, but this permit was denied be-
cause of the difficulties that might arise and the problem 
of evaluating the effects. The method is practiced in the 
oil fields where oil producers will use an abandoned oil 
well for the disposal of waste liquids. The procedure is 
probably satisfactory under these conditions because the 
waste water is disposed of in a strata which formerly 
contained oil and which would, therefore, be unsatis-
factory as a water source. In addition the disposal is nor-
mally under the direction of trained geologists who rec-
ognize the problems involved in the method. 

The Water Pollution Board was set up to control 
the use of the States waters to carry off waste materials. 
In its operation it must encourage voluntary cooperation. 
The precedent for this was set as far back as 1921, when 
the United States Supreme Court refused to rule in a 
case between New York and New Jersey, charging the 
litigants to settle their differences by cooperative study 
and mutual concessions. The need for working together 
is fairly obvious; any improvement is best brought about 
through complete conviction of the people making the 
improvement that advances can and must be made. With 
this in mind, the initial contact of the Board with com-
munities or industries is made through engineers from 
the Division of Health who will try to establish what 
can be done about a pollution problem and when con-
ditions can be expected to improve. When differences 
of opinion arise, a hearing can be called by the Board 
to help it decide whether a problem exists, and, if so, 
whether the contemplated program for alleviation is 
adequate. 

The water ways have long been recognized as sources 
of water for domestic, agricultural, and industrial uses, 
and as navigational media. In meeting these uses con-
siderable amounts of money have been spent both at the 
Federal and the local levels. The water ways also serve a 
waste disposal function, and in this regard their use has 
been abused to the point that some action has been rec-
ognized as absolutely necessary. They must, of course, 
continue to serve this function but the contamination 
of the waters must be kept to a "reasonable" level, if 
necessary by proper treatment of wastes. The amount of 
treatment required depends upon a number of factors; 
the main ones are the population density along the water 
way, the volume of flow in water way, the uses to which 
the water is to be used down stream from the point of 
pollution, and the tendency the specific way has to purify 
itself. I suggest that in the term "reasonable" the Board Rules of evidence must be observed, that is hearsay 
will meet in the future considerable differences of opin- evidence and opinion other than that of experts can not 
ion and these differences will have to be resolved. be admitted. After the Board gives its opinion, the other 

Subsurface waters have not been contaminated to party may ask for a court review of the decision either 
the extent that they are at present a wide-spread problem, in the circuit court in the county in which he resides or 
due to the fact that considerable cost is entailed in dig- in the Cole County Circuit Court. The trial is held with-
ging a well of sufficient depth and capacity to dispose of out jury, and although the court is given the record of 
any large quantity of waste water. In general, it is cheaper the hearing, additional evidence may be heard. Either the 
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Board or appealing party may appeal the finding of the 
circuit court as governed by law in <civil cases. 

In fulfillment of its duties three very specific tech-
nical functions are required of the board : 

1. It must survey the waters of the State for con-
tamination. 

2. It must develop a comprehensive plan for pre-
vention of any further pollution and the reduction of cur-
rent pollution. 

3. It must establish standards of purity. 
This establishment of standard of purity bears, of course, 
back upon the term "reasonable" purity and it is hoped 
that the Board will be able to establish some quantitative 
permissible levels of contaminants in the streams. 

In addition to these duties which the Board is re-
quired to fulfill, the Board may also cooperate in research 
on methods of sewage or industrial waste treatment, and 
it may cooperate with the Federal Government in the 
National plan of improving the purity of natural waters. 

To the present time, the Board has had three meet-
ings and has established a permit system and started a 
survey of several small streams in the State. In this work 
the Board uses the personnel of the Division of Health 
and the biologists in the Conservation Commission. They 
are further assisted in this program by a biologist from 
the Federal Public Health Service. It is continuing co-
operative work with the Federal Government and with 
the City of Fayette in the evaluation of lagoons for waste 
treatment. The Board will also serve as the official agency 
to request and administer funds from the Federal Govern-
ment for the installation of municipal sewage plants. A 
municipality on sewer district may, upon approval of its 
engineering report request from the Federal Govern-
ment 30% of the installation cost, but not more than 
$250,000. The amount of money allocated to the states 
by the Federal Government amounts to $50,000,000 a 
year and is proportioned among the states according to 
population. A proposal has been made to Congress to 
increase the amount of Federal Contribution to $500,000 
with a total of $100,000,000 to be given in one year. The 
present law penalizes communities that join together for 
a common sewage treatment system; the proposal before 
Congress would honor such cooperation and provide 
each participant 30% of its contribution up to a maxi-
mum of $500,000. These proposals, by Mr. Blatnik of 
Minnesota, have not yet been enacted into law. Mr. 
Price of Illinois has offered similar proposals-his liberal-
izing the contributions even more. 

In the establishment of standards of purity the 
Board, of course, must take into account the technical 
problems associated with the disposal of a myriad of 
waste materials, both from domestic and industrial 
sources, and must consider the economic problems in-
volved in the elimination of these contaminants. Before 
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a final decision is reached and standards established, it 
must hold a public hearing with reasonable notice of the 
hearing being given to the interested parties. 

In the development of a comprehensive plan for 
cleaning up the rivers, a study must be made of the pres-
ent level of industrial and population concentrations 
along the various streams of the State, and, before grant-
ing a permit for the disposal of waste to these streams, 
must consider the effect of possible industrial and popula-
tion growth. This has been a serious problem of late in 
that small subdivisions have been permitted to install 
septic tanks, and these, being unmanned and without 
proper maintenance have proved inadequate. Additional 
population increases in the neighborhood have made the 
condition insufferable to anyone with any regard for 
health or esthetic values. One of the many problems fac-
ing the board, one that has brought several complaints 
to our attention, is the contamination of streams by 
abandoned coal mines in the North Central portion of 
the State. This problem is particularly difficult because 
in some cases the owners are in no financial position to 
take a corrective measures and at the present time, very 
little is know about the problem and possible methods 
for its rectification. 

I believe that within 10 years, we will find that all 
communities and all industries will have sufficient treat-
ment facilities to bring the waters of the State to the 
purity level which we all consider desirable. One ap-
proach that the Board is currently using and which we 
hope will off-set some of the limited financial resources 
of the Board is the permit system. Under this procedure 
each community or industry discharging wastes to the 
State's surface or subsurface waters must state the volumes 
of discharge and the impurity level of the wastes dis-
charged. We believe that this information will permit 
us to estimate the quality of the receiving water and 
make a decision on which spots to concentrate first. It 
is hoped that in doing this we do not meet with serious 
objections from the groups we seem to single out first, 
and that they realize that everyone will be asked to give 
attention to the possibilities of improving the purity of 
the streams and rivers of Missouri. That the only reason 
we have singled them out rather than some community 
up stream is because we feel that they can more easily 
make a measurable improvement in the quality of the 
stream. 

In closing, I would like to say that the Missouri 
Division of Health had, prior to the establishment of 
the Water Pollution Control Board, laid the foundation 
of a comprehensive program to abate pollution in Mis-
souri waters. The Board's chief contribution will be, in 
my opinion, support of this program through objective 
evaluation of evidence and encouragement of the people 
to attend to improvement of their State water resources. 



WHAT THE COAL MINING INDUSTRY 
IS DOING TO REDUCE WATER POLLUTION 

F. J. FORESMAN 
Pittsburg & Midway Coal Mining Co., Pittsburg, Kansas 

The coal mining industry, which is one of the na-
tion's basic industries, is vitally interested in the problem 
of water pollution. Today water is one of our most valua-
ble natural resources and conservation of this resource 
and the prevention of its pollution is becoming an in-
creasingly important problem. The coal mining industry 
is aware of the problem and has done a great deal to 
eliminate or reduce acid drainage from mines. 

A considerable amount of study has been made of 
the problem of "Acid Mine Water." Since 1946 the 
Mellon Institute of Industrial Research has been engaged 
in research on the subject with the study being conducted 
by Dr. S. A. Braley. The work was originally supported 
by the Sanitary Water Board of the Department of 
Health of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. For the 
last six years it has been sponsored by the Coal Industry 
Advisory Committee to the Ohio River Sanitation Com-
mission with the financial support being contributed by 
the various coal associations of the Ohio Valley includ-
ing the captive mines. 

The Land and Water Use Committee and The Land 
and Water Use Advisory Committee of both the Nation-
al Coal Association and the American Mining Congress 
are constantly working on the problem of the conserva-
tion of water and land. 

As a result of the study made by the Mellon Insti-
tute much has been accomplished in the basic knowledge 
of acid formation and in present operating methods to 
prevent its formation and delivery to our streams. 

However, practically nothing has been developed 
that will economically and efficiently abate the acid dis-
charge from abandoned areas and for which present op-
erations are not responsible. 

Although methods of control for operating mines 
have been suggested and, in most cases, have proven 
satisfactory, geological conditions prevent blanket pro-
cedures. Each operation has its own particular problems, 
and procedures must be carried out in accordance with 
existing conditions. The same principles may be applied 
to operations in Missouri as in Pennsylvania, but the 
procedure would be different due to the differences in 
geological conditions. In Pennsylvania most of the strip 
mining operations are above drainage level while in Mis-
souri and Kansas operations are below drainage level. 

At all of the mines of The Pittsburg and Midway 
Coal Mining Company, including the Missouri mine in 
St. Clair County, the control of acid mine water is an 
integral part of the operations. And I feel certain that is 
true of all progressive mining companies. 

We feel that the best approach to the reduction of 
water pollution is a policy of prevention and that control 
of acid mine water begins on the drawing board. The ap-
plication of good engineering practice in the design of 
the washery and layout for the disposal of refuse will 
eliminate or reduce the "pick-up" of acid by water. 

In strip mining proper precautions must be taken 
for the handling or disposal of the following: 

1. Suspended solids in water that passes through 
preparation plant. 

2. Water passing through plant. 
3. Plant refuse. 
4. Mine spoils. 
5. Final cut. 
Equipment is available that makes possible a com-

pletely closed circuit operation in the preparation plant. 
The major part of the fines are recovered and the water 
is clarified for recirculation. Such a system requires a flo-
tation plant, vacuum filters and a settling basin. 

The nearest approach to a completely closed circuit 
without the flotation plant and equipment is a cyclone 
thickener system. The cyclone effluent which is dis-
charged to the clarification pond contains only 3 to 4% 
solids by weight. Water from the pond discharges to a 
supply reservoir where it is used as make up water. 

Both systems, which are the circuits most commonly 
being used in newer operations, prevent solids or washery 
water from entering streams. 

Plants that are not equipped to mechanically recover 
fines, discharge greater amounts· of solids to the sludge 
pond. However, in those cases the disposal area is made 
large enough to handle the solids for the life expectancy 
of the mine. Water from the sludge pond overflows to 
the supply reservoir. The solids and water are contained 
on the mine property. 

At our operations the mine refuse is disposed of in 
the stripping area where it can be covered, or to a site in 
the spoils where there is no run off 

At some operations the mine refuse is dumped in a 
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pile site carefully selected to eliminate underground water 
flow through the pile and compacted to minimize air-
flow in the pile. When the site has been filled the pile 
is covered with a soil cover. 

As a special precaution check points are established 
throughout the mining area and periodic tests made with 
an electric PH meter. If the tests indicate there has been 
a run off of acid water an investigation is made to deter-
mine the source and steps taken to prevent any further 
pollution. Reports from some operators indicate that in 
several instances streams were polluted before entering 
the mining property. 

In states such as Pennsylvania, Ohio and others 
where strip mining is carried on above drainage level, it 
is necessary to back-fill and grade so as to induce free run 
off of surface water. However, in states such as Missouri 
and Kansas where the coal seam lies at a depth well be-
low the drainage level this procedure is not required. 
Surface run off and underground seepage eventually fills 
the final cut and not only effectively prevents oxidation 
of the exposed coal seams but provides excellent recrea-
tional facilities for fishing, boating and swimming. It 
also increases the supply of available water and aids in 
flood and erosion control. 

During the period of drought experienced by the 
midwest several years ago our Missouri and Kansas mines 
furnished water from these man-made lakes to farmers 
throughout the area to help alleviate the water shortage. 
The summer in which the drought was the most severe 
pumps were operated around the clock to keep water 
flowing in a creek which had gone dry and on which 
many farmers depended for their water supply. 

The Missouri Conservation Commission has stocked 
many of the artificial lakes created by our Missouri mine 
with fish and have a standing request for more water 
areas as they are developed. 

Our spoils are rehabilitated through a carefully 
planned long range reclamation program. There is no 
standard recommendation due to geological conditions. 
The stripped area must be carefully studied to determine 
the use for which it is best adapted. Determining factors 
are soil classification and characteristics of the spoils, local 
land use, climatic conditions and economic considera-
tions. 

In Missouri and Kansas our reclamation activity con-
sists principally of grazing and reforestation. Over five 
thousand acres of stripped land which has been estab-
lished for pasture, has been fenced and is utilized for the 
production of commercial Hereford and registered Angus 
cattle. In Missouri some of the reforestation projects were 
jointly sponsored by the Future Farmers of America. Ex-
perience has shown that the establishment of a cover on 
the spoils through pasture crops and trees is an impor-
tant aid in erosion and water pollution control. 

The reduction of water pollution is a complex prob-
lem that requires the cooperative efforts of everyone con-
cerned. One of the major projects today is education of 
operators, legislative bodies and the public as to the na-
ture of the problem so that an unified approach can be 
taken. The coal mining industry will continue to give its 
cooperation and main efforts to the problem of the reduc-
tion of water pollution. The coal mining industry wants 
to be a good neighbor. 
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TIFF MINING AND WATER POLLUTION IN 
WASHINGTON COUNTY, MISSOURI 

B Y J. MARSHALL T HOMPSON 
De Soto Mining Co., De Soto, Missouri 

Without an adequate supply of cheap water and a 
rolling topography, there would be no tiff mining in-
dustry in Missouri. 

Tiff, or more properly, Barite, is a white non-metallic 
mineral. In 1957, about 90% of Missouri production was 
ground for use as a weighting material in drilling mud. 
The remaining 10% was used in manufacture of lithopone, 
barium chemicals, glass, paint, rubber and concrete ag-
gregates. 

The well driller is in teres ted in the 4.3 specific 
gravity of the mineral, the chemical manufacturer in its 
barium sulphate purity. 

Of a total 1957 U. S. production of 1.15 million 
short tons, valued at 12 million dollars, Missouri pro-
duced 317,000 tons valued at 4 million dollars, and was 
second only to the State of Arkansas as a domestic pro-
ducer. Some 400~500 men are normally employed. 

Barite occurs in W ashington County as residual de-
posits near the surface, mixed with gravel and red clay to 
depths as much as twenty or thirty feet over a dolomite 
bed rock. Ten to fifteen cubic yards of material are 
handled to produce one ton of marketable barite con-
cenrrate. 

A ¾ yard to 1 ¾ yard shovel, usually diesel power-
ed, loads the gravel and clay and barite mixture into 10-
15 ton trucks for hauling to a washer plant. These washer 
plants, of which there are some seventeen to twenty in 
Washington County at the present time, have a ravenous 
appetite for water, which a brief description of the flow 
sheet will disclose. 

The material is dumped from the truck into a sloping 
steel feed pan of about 15 cu. yds. capacity and a stream 
of water (500 gal. per minute) at 50 lbs. pressure per 
sq uare inch, is played upon the pile, putting the clay 
into partial suspension and feeding it into a revolving 
grizzly mounted over a double log washer. The double 
log washer is a sloping rectangular steel or wooden tub 
approximately 8 ft. wide and 30 ft. long in which are 
mounted two 30 ft. steel tubes onto which are welded 
steel lugs, forming a spiral. These tubes are driven from 
the front end of the tub. The spiral lugs agitate the ma-
terial and convey it up the sloping box. High pressure 
jets, at the rate of approximately 1000 gallons per min-
ute, put the more sticky portions of the clay into suspen-
sion which overflow at the lower end of the cub. The 
remaining gravel and barite is discharged from the upper 
end into a revolving trommel where so me additional 
washing takes place, along with crushing and slZlng. 
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Water req uired here is abo ut 300 gallons per minute. 
The crushed and sized material is dewatered with drags, 
elevated to a jig feed bin, from which it flows to Bende-
lari mineral jigs which separate the barite from gravel 
and quartz. Each two-cell jig uses about 500 gallons per 
minute. 

Feed capacity of such a plant is from 50 to 100 cubic 
yards per hour, depending upon how readily the clay 
goes into suspension. Total water used is from 2500-
3000 gallons per minute. This quantity of water is equal 
to that used by a city of 43,200 population. 

It is mandatory that a washer be located near a good 
primary source of water, as well as a known deposit of 
barite. One fortunate operator uses Big River as a source, 
but most operators depend on runoff, creeks, deep wells, 
or a combination of these sources. The operator who has 
primary water in excess of 500 gallons per minute avail-
able to him is fortunate indeed. 

Obviously storage of water and conservation of the 
supply, are imperative to continued operation. Aside 
fro m this, the liability to down stream landowners for 
damages due to deposition of mud on their lands re-
quires holding this waste material on the operator's prop-
erty. 

I t is customary to build a dam across a convenient 
draw, first as a water reservoir, and also as a sludge pond 
for deposition of waste. The earlier operators built these 
dams with a loose fill thrown up with a dragline. Con-
struction was seldom preceded with surveys of any sort. 
All too often a heavy rain would break these dams and 
red mud would be discharged into the waterways below. 
It should be remembered that in those days the volume 
of material handled for profitable operation, due to ma-
chinery and labor costs existing at that time, made such 
accidents less costly than similar occurrences today. 

By contrast, construction of today's dam is preceded 
by a careful survey of the ultimate height of the dam, a 
plan of upstream and downstream slope, and an estimate 
of the acreage to be ultimately covered by water and 
sludge. The subsequent construction is performed with 
tractor and scraper or with shovel and trucks, with the 
fill being carefully compacted to eliminate possible breaks 
and washouts. 

The earlier washer operations reclaimed their water 
by skimming the clear water from the top of the pond 
and discharging it through a riser and pipe through the 
dam where it was picked up and pumped to the washer. 
Emergency spillways at this time were poorly planned 



and in most cases were entirely inadequate. Probably 
these early practices are the basis for many of the frequent 
pollution charges levelled at the industry today. 

Today it is almost universal practice to discharge 
the log washer and waste overflows against the dam it-
self, so that the upstream portion of the pond will con-
sist of clear water. Clear water is pumped to the washer. 
This practice results in lower pumping heads and better 
clarification. It is frequent practice to build gravel baffles 
within the pond to control the travel of the washer dis-
charge and to control the placement and settling of the 
mud. In many cases, two or more dams are employed, 
creating separate clear water ponds and sludge ponds. 
The sludge ponds discharge into the clear water ponds, 
resulting in multiple stage clarification. 

Today, emergency spillways are constructed in solid 
earth, around the dams, to take care of unusually heavy 
rainfall. They are usually adequate bur on occasion 
Mother Nature plays havoc, even with good plans. And 
then the Tiff Industry is charged with stream pollution. 

One such charge was made in a presentation to the 
Water Pollution Board on June 3, 1958, by Mr. William 
E. Towell, Director of the Missouri Conservation Com-
mission. It was stated: "The washing of clay from barite 
ores has caused sedimentation in ten streams in three 
East Central Missouri counties. Heavy sedimentation and 
high turbidity result from this operation and the ac-
cumulated sediment is carried downstream with increased 
discharge following rainfall. Generally, tiff mill operators 
construct settling basins to impound the silt, but often 
the basins are too low or too unstable to withstand water 
pressure during heavy runoff. Often this has resulted in 
overflow of silt-laden water or complete break through 
in settling basin dams. As a result, streams have been 
blanketed with sediment for miles. In one place a heavy 
layer of red colored tiff silt was found five miles below 
the nearest tiff mill". This statement is partially true if 
applied only to one particular time, namely, June 29, 
195 7. At chat time .a cloud burst fell in the Richwoods 
area and at the head waters of Old Mines Creek and 
Mineral Fork, and at Potosi. From eight to ten inches of 
rain fell within eight to ten hours. The emergency spill-
ways of many operators' ponds were inadequate to handle 
chat volume of rainfall. But it may also be pointed out 
that the designs of the Missouri Highway Department's 
engineers at that particular moment proved inadequate. 
Highway 21 along Old Mines Creek was flooded with 
several feet of water, even before a tiff washer dam broke. 
I believe it is also fair to say that under the conditions 
that existed at that time, red colored silt would be found 
in the lower parts of Big River had there been no tiff 
washers, in Washington County. Frequently, the numer-
ous tiff washer ponds serve the purpose of levelling out 
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the water flow during heavy rainfall and reducing flood 
severity. I am told by elderly inhabitants of Washington 
County that some of the tributary streams to Big River 
were colored red by heavy runoff before there were any 
tiff washers. It is certain that the typical red clay of the 
barite producing area makes more apparent the inevitable 
muddy condition of streams after heavy rainfall than does 
black or grey colored soil. 

A release by the Missouri Conservation Commission 
on December 9, 195 7, titled "A Suggested Method for 
Controlling Pollution Resulting from Ore Washings" 
states, in referring to the barite-washing process: "Often 
the scream is used also as an easy and virtually a costfree 
way of disposing of the day-laden wash water". May I 
emphasize that this is not and has not been general prac-
tice in any sense of the word. Since 1941 I know of only 
two operations where the Commission's charge might be 
substantiated. One is our of business and the other, I am 
told, has put his house in order. Even if he ignored the 
threat of damage suits from downstream landowners, al-
most no contemporary operator could waste his water 
supply in this manner. 

To summarize what the tiff mining industry is doing 
to reduce water pollution, may I point to the following: 

1. The construction of well engineered dams and 
water reservoirs is, in itself, a contribution to elimination 
of clay and soil pollution in streams. In one case, at least, 
the existence of tiff washer dams on the Little Indian 
Creek water shed saved the town of Richwoods much 
damage during a heavy rainfall, by containing some of 
the waters. 

2. The construction of multiple dams for sludge 
pond and clear water ponds, while being done as an eco-
nomic necessity, is also reducing pollution of creeks. 

3. The increase in use of mud pumps to handle the 
log washer discharge and control the placement of this 
waste material, reduces the number of dam breaks during 
flood conditions by increasing the dam strength and con-
trolling the placement of mud. 

4. The recent consolidations into larger operating 
units, has put more trained engineers among the operat-
ing personnel. These men have been giving more atten-
tion to preliminary design and modification of spillways 
for avoiding unusual incidents such as occurred in June, 
1957. I believe we can expect fewer washed out dams in 
the future. 

In conclusion, I wish to say that, contrary to some 
opinions, the tiff industry of Washington County favored 
the passage of the Water Pollution Control bill in the 
last legislature. I am sure that the procedures now being 
established by the W acer Pollution Board for control of 
steam pollution will find whole-hearted cooperation from 
this industry. 



LEAD PRODUCTION AND WATER POLLUTION 
JAMES L. McGREGOR, St. Joseph Lead Company, Bonne Terre, Missouri 

At the present time we are producing, at the South-
east Missouri Division of the St. Joseph Lead Company, 
about one hundred thousand tons of pig lead each year. 
Recent lead sales have been influenced, to a large degree, 
by foreign imports. By necessity, we are continuing to 
improve our mining methods to compete with foreign 
lead. St. Joe is a large mining company, producing about 
½ of the newly mined lead in the United States each 
year-it employes some 3,000 men. A major part of our 
ore is transported underground by railroad-if all our 
tracks were placed end on end, it would reach from 
Kansas City to Denver. Another degree of largeness is, 
by example, the great quantity of dynamite used each 
year-if each stick of dynamite were laid end upon end, 
it would reach from the Lead Belt to New York City. 
Our stopes, or mining rooms, average close to 10', with 
extremes of 200' or more, in height. In mining a 2% ore 
body, waste material becomes a large problem. Many of 
you who have visited the Lead Belt have observed our 
huge chat piles. These were formed by former, less effi-
cient methods. Today these chat piles are no longer be-
ing enlarged. Milling methods of more efficiency, namely 
flotation, have entered the metallurgical field . Our waste 
products now resolve themselves in final distribution in 
slime ponds. The slides I have today best illustrate our 
methods of waste disposal. It might be well to mention 
that this waste material is largely composed of dolomitic 
limestone, a beneficent additive for soils. The slime, as 
disposed, is of rather fine dimension. 

The first slide is a view of our Federal Mill-this 
mill processes some 15,000 tons of ore every 24 hours. 
In the background is a chat or tailings pile. The railroad 
cars located in the chat field area are ready for loading of 
agricultural limestone. Rougher , or coarser, material is 
loaded from the chat piles for use as ballast and road ag-
gregate-Gravois Boulevard in St. Louis is paved with 
St. Joe aggregate. Agricultural limestone is shipped by 
railroad to many southern stares. In the foreground is the 
upper slime pond which is a basin for usage in mill 
processing. The crushing plant is shown slightly to the 
left of the picture. Ore is crushed here, after having been 
hoisted from the mines, thence into the secondary crush-
ing plant and finally into the concentrating mill shown 
to the right. After separation the waste material must be 
pumped to our disposal ponds or slime ponds. The ma-
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terial pumped is about 50% solids. It requires some 450 
H.P. to pump this slime against a 140' head to deliver 
the waste material to a point 6,000' away. The slide illus-
trates such a pump. Also are shown the 12" slime lines 
as they leave the mill. The next slide shows our field 
house and its pumps. The following slide illustrates the 
final flow of slime into the disposal pond. The next slide 
is the level control of the disposal pond overflow-also 
shown is the large slime dam. The control of final dis-
posal waters is maintained within the shown tower. The 
level within the tower is regulated to produce an efflu-
ent to the neighboring streams low in material content. 
The relative Ph of the effluent water is slightly alkaline. 
The next slide depicts the flow of waste underground 
water which enters the disposal pond at a far distance 
from the dam. This mine water dilutes the mill waste 
water-other similar mine water is also used for city 
drinking after filtration and chlorination. The four large 
pumps shown deliver 2,500 gallons per minute. 

In concentrating of lead ore it becomes necessary to 
use chemical application. Some of the lead-bearing com-
pound, lead sulphide, is separated by physical means 
while the fine material are treated physically by chemical 
reagents in flotation. Sodium cyanide is used in flotation 
for the suppression of iron and zinc. Xanthate, a wetting 
agent, and a frother complete our chemical physical 
treatment. Flotation is that process whereby selected ores 
or gangues are treated to float or sink-our process re-
verses the low gravity, namely, we float the lead-bear-
ing material and sink the gangue. It is selective wetting. 

Contamination of streams is our subject today. The 
St. Joseph Lead Company has many disposal ponds which 
afford excellent fishing and I dislike relating, excellent 
swimming. Our Mine La Motte slime pond, according 
to the Missouri Conservation Commission, delivers more 
fish per acre than any other impoundment in Southeast 
Missouri . I believe our problem of proper disposal is 
much different from that of other industries. The reagents 
resulting from flotation entering the nearby streams are 
too small in concentration to mention. The streams bear 
no evidence of decreased plant life, and fishing is found 
to be excellent in both our slime ponds and in the streams 
and rivers. Disposal pond overflow water affords drainage 
to the city of Flat River. 



IRON ORE AND WATER POLLUTION 

KENNETH J. WEBER, Ozark Ore Company, Iron Mountain, Missouri 

Pollution of water resources resulting from iron ore 
mines and plants is a problem that increases as our re-
serves of high-grade, direct shipping ores are depleted, 
and new methods of mineral extraction are employed to 
beneficiate the lower grade ores. 

Originally all of the ore mined was high grade and 
the only pollution was discoloration in the water pump-
ed from mines. 

Later, washing plants were required and here also, 
with water as the washing medium, only non-harmful 
mineral and organic materials were deposited in streams 
and lakes. These tailings usually do not affect wildlife; 
however, they do detract from the appearance of the area 
so retention and settling ponds are necessary. 

As stated before, we are forced by decreasing reserves 
to utilize lower grade iron deposits. Practically speaking, 
there are only two types of iron ore, magnetic and non-
magnetic. 

In the concentration of magnetic ores, chemicals are 
seldom used, so the tailings are much like those from 
the wash plants with the exception that fine grinding is 
often necessary to release the mineral before magnetic 
separation. This necessitates larger tailings ponds for 
longer retention. The large taconite plants on Minne-
sota's eastern Mesabi Range are examples of this type. 

The beneficiation of low-grade non-magnetic ores 
require different processes, some of which require the use 
of reagents. In these flotation plants the reagents used 
are fuel oil, denatured alcohol, animal or vegetable oils, 
or soap base frothers. None of these are particularly 
harmful unless used in large quantities. When such is 
the case, the tailing pond overflow water is taken from 
below the surface leaving the reagents in the pond. 

At the Iron Mountain Mine of The Ozark Ore 
Company the tailings consist of about 9.5% solids and 
90.5% liquids. The liquid is composed of about one-
tenth of one per cent reagents; the remainder is water. 
These tailings are piped to a pond for initial settling 
from which they overflow into a lake where they are re-
tained until completely settled. The water then flows in-
to the Little St. Francois River. We feel quite certain 
that no pollution of public waters results from our pro-
cessing. The first settling pond, which naturally has the 
greater amount of foreign matter flourishes with plant-
life and is considered to be one of the better fishing and 
duck hunting lakes in the vicinity; the second pond is 
an even better sportsman's attraction. 

In general, the necessary beneficiation of iron ore 
holds no threat over the area in which the plant is lo-
cated if laws are made and enforced to make certain that 
sufficiently large tailings ponds are utilized. 
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CLAY PITS AND WATER POLLUTION 
R. C. WEIGEL 

Mexico Refractories Company, Mexico, Missouri 

The clay industry of Missouri does not consider 
water pollution to be a problem. The only contamina-
tion or pollution that you get from a clay pit is silt and 
this very seldom gets out of the pit into streams. When 
a clay pit is finished and fills with water, the silt settles 
out and the overflow water does not carry the silt. When 
pits are pumped during the rainy season while they are 
being mined, there is a little silt that goes out through 
the pumps, but this settles out very quickly and does 
not get into the streams. 

There are limestones above a lot of the clay pits in 
Audrain County and in some cases, there are small seams 
of coal. 

We know the water in our lakes formed from clay 
pits is very close to neutral. It has been tested both by 
the Conservation Commission and by us. The lakes and 
pits are used for stocking fish under supervision of the 
Conservation Commission. The lakes at Mexico Re-
fractories Company plant and at the A. P. Green Com-
pany plant are old clay pits and are two of the finest 
fishing lakes in the northeast part of the state. In addi-
tion to this, Mexico Refractories Company's lake has a 
bathing beach for swimming. Water from this lake is 
used in the manufacturing process in making brick and 
specialty products, and if there was pollution or acidity 
in the water, it would be detrimental in the manufacture 
of some of our products. 

We consider more that we are helping in the con-
servation of good water. This was very evident during 
our long drought period of several years ago, when 
farmers who had clay pits on their property had water 
for their stock, where other farms without clay pits were 
required to haul water. This made it easier for us t0 

lease property and prospect for clay. Numerous farmers 
came to us and other manufacturers asking t0 drill their 
property, find a clay pit and mine the pit so that they 
would have a stock pond and water. Throughout all the 
clay pits in Missouri, fish live and grow very well. 

I will be willing to try and answer any questions 
pertaining to the clay pits, but we do not consider water 
pollution to be a problem. 
Discussion 

oping two new ore bodies. The one, which has been pub-
licized of late, is near Sullivan, Missouri. This ore body 
sinks to some 3,000' in depth. Bethlehem Steel Company, 
together with the St. Joseph Lead Company, are spend-
ing more than 30 million dollars on this project. When 
in production, two million tons of pellets, averaging 
near 60% iron, will be produced each year. This produc-
tion alone would possibly supply the needs of two blast 
furnaces. We believe it to be one of the finest ore bodies 
in the United States. The other new project is being de-
veloped in Iron County, some 28 miles from Salem. Here 
St. Joe has discovered a very fine body of lead-bearing 
ore. Development is underway at this site. A modern 
town has been laid out and houses and the business dis-
trict are now in construction. The town is known as 
Viburnum. 

I bring these facts to mind as to the potentialities 
of Missouri as a mining state. Geologists are of the opin-
ion that many discoveries are yet to be made in the 
state. These mean, of course, added revenue and increased 
employment for the state. 
HAYSE BLACK: 

I might raise one question to this group, and it 
could be directed tO any one of them, in pollution con-
trol we are interested in very low concentrations of much 
lower than we think of in mining operations or in any 
other process. Now let us take one that we've been talk-
ing about this morning-cyanide. The biologists, and 
I'm looking at one in the back of the room, would like 
to have us keep cyanide measured as CN below .05 parts 
per million by weight. Now that's .05 pounds of CN per 
millions pounds of water. Not very much cyanide. But 
we can measure it down to that low concentration. So in 
our thinking of these different materials we should keep 
in mind that for stream pollution control we're down 
in levels of concentration far below what we normally 
think of in a process. Are you thinking in these terms' 

MR. McGREGOR: 
I can't say that we have analyzed our efiluent waters 

to so small a concentration of 0.05 p.p.m. I am still of 
the opinion that one cannot overlook the success we 

MR. McGREGOR: have had. As mentioned before, our streams are found 
I might add that Missouri is going far ahead as a full of animal and vegetable life. I rather compare toxic 

mining state. Presently St. Joe is in the process of <level- limits to an alleged industrial problem of ours. Never 
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have we recorded a case of lead poisoning from lead 
sulphide, but still as we search the literature, we find 
lead sulphide listed as toxic. It became so important to 
us that, some years ago, we invited the State Health De-
partment to survey our mills by air samples, and to anal-
yze our employees physical condition for lead intoxica-
tion. Although some of the air samples were in excess 
of accepted limits for other toxic compounds of lead, no 
employee showed any indicative blood lead findings . I 
illustrate this point only with reference to the establish-
ment of reasonable limits which, by application, are 
known to safeguard the situation. Please remember that 
in our milling process very small amounts of detergent 
and cyanide are used, which are further diluted by some 
10,000 gallons of mine water per minute. Biological in-
spection of streams bears out our contention of non-
pollution. Don't handicap industry by laboratory theory. 
Question (VANCE LISCHER) 

I'm very much interested in the fact that we rec-
ognize silts and slimes as possible pollutants, because I 
really believe that much of our difficulty in our Ozark 
streams has been due to silt in the broad sense; I'm re-
ferring now to gravels and other erosion products that 
get into our streams. Silt, I guess , is probably one of the 
worst because it does have a rather bad effect on recrea-
tional and possibly fishing values also. And I think that 
our pollution law is concerned about that definitely , al-
though it isn't one of the more glamorous or most obvi-
ous things that we are confronted with here in Missouri. 

The questions that I have,-there are three of them,-
and I think that they are pointed to the lead and tiff 
mining industries. The first one would apply to both the 
lead and tiff mining, and there was reference made to 
the storm of June 29, last year, in which quite a 
number of tiff tailing ponds went out and also the tail-
ing pond of the lead company on Indian Creek went out 
at that time. I believe that did result in some serious 
silt deposits in both the Big River and Indian creek. 
The question is : is anything being done by the industry 
to properly design those ponds so that repetition of that 
sort of thing will be prevented and also is there any 
policing that will be done in the industry which would 
assure that this would not occur again? 
MARSHALL THOMPSON: 

that policing the activities of every small town in the 
state of Missouri and every small mine in the state of 
Missouri is an impossible situation, and that if stream 
pollution is going to be corrected, it is going to have to 
be because people want to correct it . To answer your 
question specifically, theiie has been some conversation 
in the industry, among the operators, in the last few 
months of attempting to get together and see if we 
can't by mutual consultation get a little bit better job 
done by taking advantage of the experience of other 
people. 
MR. McGREGOR: 

Our experience at Indian Creek was an unfortunate 
one. This is a new plant, land was surveyed and high 
water marks presumed from past records, all governed 
our placement of the slime dam and pond. As Mr. 
Thompson so ably brought out, highway engineers many 
times fail to properly locate roadbeds. Also, it is not true 
that run-off can happen from any hillside-organic mat-
ter may enter the streams to affect oxygen content? 
Whenever an unusual "act of God" happens , such as a 
tremendous rain and resulting floods, it likewise condi-
tions our planning of reservoirs. 

Question (VANCE LISCHER) 
As you know that particular storm, while it appeared 

to be possibly an act of God, there was one up in St. 
Louis here two years previously that was worse and the 
Illinois Water Survey has reported some four or five in 
the state of Illinois that has occurred within the last 
year or so. I think this year we have observed them-
they have occurred in the Midwest, possibly up in Iowa 
or north of here, but I think it 's a pattern of the mid-
west and I think we have to take that kind of thing in-
to account when we design spillways and dams. 

The second question is directed primarily to Mr. 
Thompson. We mentioned the evils of the tailing pond, 
but it seems to me that the areas which have been strip-
ped constitute a similar type of problem and I think thats 
associated with the bad land practices of farmers and 
highway departments that leave areas open to erosion. I 
was wondering if there was anything in the tiff industry 
that might tend toward correcting that fault; toward 
getting the land back to where it can be used, at least 
to some extent, and perhaps initially so that there aren't 
easy eroding paths. I think I pointed out very clearly, Mr. Lischer, what 

progress was being made in that direction both by bet-
ter engineering and the experience of the 1957 accident . MR. THOMPSON: 
There has been quite a little work done on enlarging The answer to that is that there wasn't much done 
spillways, and we're doing a better job of designing for with the land before we started mining tiff on it. If we 
that purpose. As far as policing is concerned, I think return to what we found before we started mining, we 
that is perhaps one of the good things that the passing return to nothing. But in spite of that, there have been 
of the water pollution law has done. I think that any- a few individuals on their own who have used bulldozers 
one with the facts of the problem at all will recognize to level out some of the spoil piles and attempted to 
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put pasture on them. The process has been quite un-
economic, and I doubt if there will be very much 
voluntary work in that direction unless someone con-
vinces the owners of the land that growing trees on a 
long range project is profitable, and there is a lot of evi-
dence in Washington County that the growing of trees 
on anything is not profitable because of the absence of 
policing of timber thieves. 

Question (VANCE LISCHER) 

Would it not be possible, say, to use a limited 
amount of blocking off of draining channels to some 
advantage just after the land is stripped? I think that 
some of that may at this time be somewhat haphazard 
because there's no compulsion there, due to, say, there's 
no law requiring it, but some industries as they grow 
up, become bigger, become conscious of public reaction. 
I was wondering if there might be some effort there on 
the part of, say, an industry group to say of this practice, 
" Perhaps we ought to do what we can in that direction." 

The last question relates again to tiff mining but it's 
about a condition which apparently does not exist, but I 
wonder why it doesn't. I believe there is some pyrite in 
the area there, if there isn't I'm all wrong in my thesis. 
THOMPSON: 

You're almost all wrong. 
Question (Vance Lischer) 

The reason I have asked that question is because 
where strip mining of coal is practiced there is pyrite ex-
posed to oxidation which then occurs under accelerated 
conditions from the exposure and causes high sulphates 
and acid conditions. Apparently that doesn't exist down 
there. 

MR. THOMPSON: 

Pyrite! Hardly. My background is that I've been 
buying barites since 1925, in the old hand mining days 
and later on got into this operation. Pyrite would be a 
very bad thing to ship to a consumer. I have seen only 
one small spot in Washington County where there was 
any pyrite at all. As far as I know, there has been no 
problem in that connection. 

Generally it 's a slow process and is one of those 
things that might not be pyrite, If the pyrite is there, it 
might not show up immediately. It might take several 
years; ten, fifteen, or twenty years for it to show up in 
serious amounts. 
LUEBBERS : 

Some days ago an engineer who should know his 
way around suggested that Kansas City Light and Power 
Company in their operation at Montrose are getting into 
difficulties with sulphur in the coal in which they have 
up to eighteen percent sulphur in the coal. That seems 

unbelievable to me and I think it does to Mr. Foresman. 
Immediately I became interested because about three 
years ago we had a problem in a plant design course, in 
which the class designed a sulphuric plant and in which 
one of the possible sources for sulphur was pyrite in coal. 
The boys came up with the figure, as I remember it, that 
the break point in utilizing pyrite for making sulphuric 
acid was about fifteen per cent sulphur content. I am 
curious to know whether anybody has thought about the 
possibility of making sulphuric acid from pyrites in coal. 
FORESMAN: 

Mr. Luebbers, I will give you our experience in re-
gard to that. A number of years ago, before the second 
world war, our company had a subsidiary company known 
as the Mineral Products Company, which did operate a 
plant for the recovery of pyrite. We utilized all the refuse 
we had from our coal mine in Kansas and ran this ma-
terial through the pyrite plant, recovering the pyrite 
through a system of tables and jigs. It was sold to Mon-
santo Chemical Company in St. Louis. We were doing 
very well and making a little profit on it when along 
came the war. Monsanto was anxious to produce more 
sulphuric acid and went to a purer form of sulphur. We 
lost our market, and eventually had to close down the 
plant. 

Jack Garrett pointed out that sulphuric acid manu-
facture is very competitive and very dependent upon 
transportation costs. 
MR. McGREGOR: 

At our Herculaneum Smelter, so far, we have not 
found it economically feasible to produce sulphuric acid. 
An earlier statement mentioned the figure of 15% sulphur 
in pyrites-our compound of lead sulphide contains 14% 
sulphur. 
LUEBBERS: 

I'm sure that Jack Garrett is quite correct that---the 
sulphuric acid business is very competitive. However, the 
Farmers Chemical found some years ago that they had a 
problem in obtaining sulphuric acid, and they're now buy-
ing it from Eagle-Picher, using one of Monsanto's sul-
phuric acid plants. I think there's a demand for even 
more acid there. Eagle Picher tells me that the amount 
of sulphur from roasting operations is not quite adequate 
for making sulphuric acid. I'm merely suggesting that 
more of the pyrites be used. Eagle-Picher, in addition to 
roasting sulphur bearing ores, are burning sulphur, for 
making the sulphuric acid. 

McGREGOR: 

Of course what it means, Dr. Luebbers, is the redis-
tribution of gases in order to build up the concentration 
of sulphur dioxide. As yet we cannot profitably do this . 
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At one time during World War II, we seriously con-
sidered the production of sulphuric acid. At that time the 
St. Louis market was in need of an extra supply. 

BOWERS: 

Sulphuric acid is a little bit out of my field; we con-
sume it but we don't make it. I may be able to add just 
a few comments, however. We utilize practically all of 
the Eagle-Picher Company's sulphuric acid production 
and they produce it from a Monsanto contact plant in 
which they can either burn sulphur or they can produce 
the sulphuric acid from zinc sulphide ores. The sulphur 
content of the zinc sulfide ore is probably considerably 
more than fifteen per cent. However, zinc sulphide, rather 
than lead sulphide is what I'm talking about. Apparently 
they can do it economically. The price will certainly have 
to be realistic and be tied to the price of acid manufac-
tured from sulphur. 
LUEBBERS: 

Garrett is quite right that the shipping cost of sul-
phuric acid must enter into this . To those of you who 
are not familiar with Bower's operation near Joplin, I 
should point out that they have a 4,000 foot steel pipe 
line that is their transportation from Eagle-Picher across 
the state line. 

MR. LARSEN: 

In connection with sulphur dioxide, we come into 
something that is also of interest in air pollution. It may 
not be economically feasible to produce sulphuric acid 
from sulphur dioxide when it's solely in competition with 
other sulphuric acid, bur I think you will see in the years 
to come as we have seen in numerous gases in the years 
past that sulphur dioxide sometimes has to be removed 
from the fume stacks or from other ·sources of sulphur 
dioxide, and then it does become economical because you 
are abating an air pollution and you are producing a side 
product. 

McGREGOR: 

I agree with this thinking. As populations increase, 
as abatement ordinances arise, the problem of gas disposal 
becomes more acute. At Herculaneum, our 365 ft. stack 
dispels gases at a high level. We intentionally plant 
greenery within the yard grounds as an indicator of good 
air hygiene. 

High humidities and cross winds tend to aggravate 
our dilution problem. Small amounts of sulphur dioxide 
are easily detected and can cause public comment. 

Question: 
I would like to ask a question about the permits 

granted by the W ater Pollution Control Board. After a 
permit is granted, how soon may it be revoked? 

JACK SMITH : 

Well, of course that depends upon the individual 
situation. We try to work this on a cooperative basis. 
Where there is pollution we're asking for a reasonable 
time schedule for abatement. You're assuming that you 
don't get cooperation, then what do we do? Well, of 
course, that's up to the Board. They make the decision. 
We work for the Board; we do carry out their policies. 
The law requires that there be at least thirty days before 
you revoke anybody's permit. Thats spelled out in the 
law; that's not a regulation. In other words, you cannot 
revoke a permit for any cause in less than thirty days. Of 
course, if the person objects to the revocation of the per-
mit they are entitled to a hearing before the Board, and 
then customary court procedure as Mr. Hilliker outlined. 
HARTUNG : 

The question is, how soon can we see some effective 
work by our Water Pollution Board which will result in 
clear streams? 

JACK SMITH : 

We're receiving at least twenty-five or thirty sets of 
plans for municipal sewage treatment works per year. 
Some of these problems, of course, are not something 
that can be answered in a short period of time, but there 
is progress being made all up and down the Missouri 
River as far as municipal pollution is concerned. And 
most of the industrial pollution is in the municipalities 
of St. Joseph, Kansas City, and St. Louis, and those prob-
lems will be in general attacked together. So progress is 
being made and I think it will continue to be made. 
Would you want me to outline some of the things that 
have been done? 
HARTUNG: 

I think it would be helpful. 
JACK SMITH: 

I don't want to bore you people, but if you want to 
start in at St. Joseph, Missouri, they have completed engi-
neering study cost estimate, and held one election; it was 
defeated. They are to hold a second election before May 
1, 1959. In other words, about six months from now, they 
will hold another election. Kansas City, Missouri will 
hold an election before September of 1960. They have 
completed their engineering cost estimate and we under-
stand that they will hold their election some time in the 
spring next year. Independence, Missouri voted the bonds 
for sewage treatment works on Nov. 25, 1958. Liberty, 
Missouri has an engineering cost estimate and they 
planned an election in September but because of legal 
difficulties dealing with validity of their water bonds 
which they had previously voted, we're unable to say 
when they will hold the election. St. Charles had an elec-
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tion on November 4 which carried and that election was 
to finance treatment for that portion of the sewage flow 
from St. Charles which flows toward the Mississippi. In 
this program they will eliminate a considerable amount 
of sewage discharged into the Missouri River so that the 
St. Charles project while not removing all of the pollu-
tion in the Missouri River will at least reduce part of it. 
Back up the river on the Mississippi, Hannibal, Missouri 
has had sewage treatment works for some years. Louisiana, 
Missouri, has completed plans and specifications for sew-
age treatment works which are being reviewed by our 
office. They have the financing and they are ready to pro-
ceed with construction within the next thirty to sixty 
days. On down the river to St. Louis, the Metropolitan 
St. Louis Sewer District has an engineering study for the 
Cold Water Creek watershed and is planning an election 
before J anuary 1959. The district is studying the problem 
of the river front and other drainage areas, and that is 
quite a detailed study. Cape Girardeau has an engineering 
study under way to be completed in two or three months 
with financing to be completed in 1960. In other words, 
most of this will be completed in five years. These repre-
sent considerable progress. When these are completed, 
there will be others that are obsolete or overloaded. When, 
however, we get St. Louis, St. Joseph and Kansas City 
taken care of we will have materially improved the con-
dition of the Missouri and Mississippi rivers. 

Question: 
Have any standards of water pollution been set up? 

JACK SMITH: 

No. When standards are established, a public hear-
ing as specified in the law will be held. Notice is put in 
the newspapers and an opportunity will be given for all 
to appear. 
LUEBBERS: 

As I see it, there are five general types of pollution 
that enter our streams from various sources. 

The public health officer would inquire first about 
pathogenic organisms; bacteria and other biological forms 
that cause disease in man or animal. Second, toxic ma-
terials which poison aquatic life or animals which may 
use the water. Certain metallic ions, cyanides, and proba-
bly synthetic detergents are in this category. Third, solids 
and liquids which are in themselves relatively inocuous, 
but which by their bulk, mask, choke, bury, coat or 
otherwise damage aquatic life. Mud, sediment, floating 
solids, and often oils are in this class. Fourth, materials 
which in various ways reduce the dissolved oxygen con-
tent of the stream either by absorption of the dissolved 
oxygen or by reducing the rate of oxygen solution from 
the air. O xygen may be absorbed directly by reducing 
chemicals such as ferrous iron salts, sulfides and sulfates 

or may be utilized by organisms in their metabolic pro-
cesses. Organic materials which serve as food for micro-
organisms will cause an increase in the biological popula-
tion and thereby require more oxygen. Unstable carbohy-
drates or proteins serve as food for micro-organisms and 
as a result reduce the oxygen content of the stream. At 
the same time the micro-organisms produce carbon diox-
ide which lowers the pH of the stream. Many floating 
solids and oil cover the surface of the stream and thereby 
reduce the rate of oxygen solution. Rapids, waterfalls and 
other agitation at the surface will increase the rate of 
solution. If the stream is clear, aquatic plants will libe-
rate oxygen during the time of exposure to sunlight. Sur-
face active agents such as the synthetic detergents fre-
quently orient themselves at the surface of the stream 
and thereby serve as a blanket and reduce the rate of oxy-
gen absorption. Any material which reduces the pH of 
the stream will increase the rate of solution of limestone 
from the stream bed and will thereby increase the hard-
ness of the water. Fifth, materials that impart color, taste 
or odor to the stream. If the dissolved oxygen content 
is reduced to zero, conditions become anaerobic, and ac-
tive putrification sets in. Under these conditions fo ul 
odors and tastes develop and often the water becomes 
quite turbid. In flood season many streams acquire con-
siderable taste and color fro m leaching leaves, grasses, 
and weeds and other materials which are not ordinarily 
in contact with the water. If not properly controlled 
many types of pollutants can be contributed to the streams 
of the state by mine wastes. The water used in Tiff re-
covery extracts tremendous amounts of mud, color and 
taste from the ore body to the tailings pond. Sulfides are 
present in lead and zinc ore, in coal mines and even in 
some of the clay pits. In the presence of moisture and 
certain catylists and sulfides are oxidized to sulfites and 
eventually to sulfates with the corresponding consump-
tion of oxygen and the production of acids. Cyanides are 
toxic in even low concentrations, though, fortunately, 
under certain conditions are oxidized and thereby rend-
ered harmless. Flotation agents are surface active agents 
similar to synthetic detergents and if not properly con-
trolled reduce the rate of oxygen solution at the surface 
of a stream, and have other injurious effects on aquatic 
life. Subsurface waters in Missouri are apt to contain 
free carbon dioxide. When these waters come in contact 
with iron ore they will dissolve iron as bicarbonate. Upon 
exposure to air carbon dioxide is lost and the iron is pre-
cipitated causing "red water" . · 

It is true that every stream can handle a certain 
amount of pollution without injury, however that amount 
of pollution is very limited for most streams. The amount 
permissible is dependent largely upon the stream and the 
nature of the pollutants. For example the amount of 
cyanides that a stream can handle is determined largely 
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by the stream flow. Addition of quantities of cyanides 
which will bring the concentration in the stream up to 
a few tenths parts per million will cause damage to 
aquatic life. The safe organic load is largely dependent 
upon the rate of oxygen solution at the surface, and the 
temperature, and is generally much larger than for cyan-
ides. A fast flowing stream, especially if turbulence is 
present such as caused by rapids, dissolves oxygen at a 
much greater rate than a slow moving stream. The higher 
the temperature the more rapidly biological life multi-
plies and the more oxygen is needed. 

The effect of pollution on the treatment required in 
a municipal water treatment plant is quite different from 
the effect on aquatic life. Aquatic life of all forms are 
very sensitive to many kinds of contamination. A "slug" 
of pollution of even short duration may destroy the 
aquatic life in a stream to a degree that will require 

years to recover. This same slug soon passes the 
water treatment plant and causes only a short time of 
inconvenience. The effect of oxygen depletion and pH 
change are not as severe for a municipal water treatment 
plant as upon aquatic life. The serious effects for the 
municipal water treatment plant are largely increases in 
taste, odors, color and hardness, which may not injure 
aquatic life appreciably. It should be pointed out how-
ever, that depletion of the oxygen content of a stream, 
which is very injurious to aquatic life may cause an in-
crease in taste, odors and color, and in this sense the ef-

fects are related. 
It is increasingly apparent that industry must con-

sider the right to utilize streams only so far as it is pos-
sible to do so without injuring the aquatic life. Industry 
must consider the cost of treating the waste resulting 
from a process as a part of the cost of that process. 
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POLLUTION AND THE AQUATIC LIFE IN OUR STREAMS WITH 
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO MINE POLLUTION 

BY 
P. G. BARNICKOL-Fisheries Section 
Missouri Conservation Commission 

Clear, clean water has a billion dollar value. The 
water requirements for domestic supply, agriculture, re-
creation and induscry are going up daily and nearly all 
users either require or prefer clean water. Many of them 
refine water beyond its natural state. Consequently, the 
cost of treatment emphasizes the value of an uncontami-
nated supply of water. All users of water have a responsi-
bility for restoring it to its natural state or as nearly as 
possible to that condition. We seldom mention it, but 
nature too has its need for good water, and if all users 
were as consistent about returning water in good condi-
tion as nature, there would be little need for a confer-
ence on water pollution. 

Fish and game use water in its natµral state, and 
neither can tolerate wide departure from this quality. 
This is why waste treatment is so essential to fish and 
widlife and to the utilization of the fish and game re-
source. Contamination, therefore, impairs two important 
resources, water and wildlife. 

Fishing and hunting have a markedly high value in 
recreation and in the economy of Missouri. About one 
out of five men and women participate in these sports. 
We know this from records of permit sales in recent 
years. Fishermen alone spend $46,000,000 a year in Mis-
souri, and hunters spend another $23,000,000 making a 
combined total estimate of $69,000,000 annually. In the 
United States hunters and fishermen spent six billion 
dollars in 1954. This was more than the total sales of 
drugstores or more than all of the sales of household ap-
pliances. Money spent for fishing and hunting goes main-
ly for equipment, food, beverages, lodging, travel and 
service. This is of comparable value to industry doing 
business iR this annual equivalent. Furthermore, the 
dispersal of this $69,000,000 expenditure through the 
sporting goods store, restaurant, filling station and motel 
reaches thousands of workers in all corners of Missouri. 
In contrast with values in industry, the expenditure for 
hunting and fishing is big, but this is only a token 
evaluation of this resource. The really important thing 
is what it means to have the opportunity to wield a rod 
or shoulder a gun and to have game or fish co pursue. 
This intangible value is hard to express in dollars and 
cents. It is best expressed in terms of what it means to 
you. To each of you it means something different. 

You need not be a hunter or a fisherman to seek 
recreation on Missouri lakes and streams; many thousands 
of people seek entertainment on clean water who neither 
hunt nor fish. Those who have other interests seek water 
for boating, swimming, the aesthetic value and for other 
reasons. In 195 7, according to the Resources and Devel-
opment Commission, Missouri entertained 12,000,000 
tourists who spent $327,000,000. A substantial part of 
this patronage was lured to Missouri by its natural and 
impounded waters and by its scenery of which clean 
water is an important part. This and the expenditure for 
fishing and hunting adds up to a demand for which we 
still do not have a total evaluation. Only part of the 
total value of clean water to these users is demonstrated 
by what they are willing ro pay for recreation involving 
this resource. The fact that a clear stream exists is an un-
measurable part of its value because we cannot create a 
new Current River nor replace the White. 

All too often our flowing water has been used as an 
easy means for the disposal of improperly created wastes. 
This is especially tragic when we recall that these waters 
and their natural products belong to all of the people. 
Their use as an open sewer is a direct violation of a 
public right. It follows then that an informed public 
should become indignant when this right of all the peo-
ple is abused. We cannot cover up blighting natural re-
sources as important as these with the halo of progress 
and the improvement of the economy. 

There are many kinds of stream pollution. Among 
them are the types resulting from the mining industry 
upon which your host has asked me to comment here. 
Pollution from the various kinds of mining occurs usual-
ly through the discharge or escape of contaminated water 
into public waters or their tributaries. Mine water has 
certain properties which make it incompatible with fish 
and wildlife and therefore with the recreation that goes 
with them. 

A common property of this kind of contamination 
is the formation of sulfuric acid resulting mostly from 
the union of air, water and sulfur-bearing components 
of coal. Contamination by acid water has resulted also 
from draining clay pits in Audrain County. This recently 
was responsible for a substantial fish kill in Cuivre River. 
High acidity is lethal to fish and fish foods alike. A com-
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mon means of measuring acidity is through the expres- oxygen demand, for example, need occur only one time 
sion of pH which is a measurement of the immediate to wipe out a fish population, yet its average value. over 
acidity or alkalinity of water affected. On the pH scale an extended period would show no evidence of a lethal 
where pH 7.0 is neutral between acid and base, it is not demand. One bad day is all it takes to rid a stream of 
uncommon to find water polluted by mine wastes with fish and fish food organisms which would require months 
values as low as pH 2.8. This is lethal to most forms of or perhaps years to restore. Continuous or repeated con-
aquatic life. It coagulates the mucus coating of gills of tamination precludes satisfactory recovery. 
fish or it fatally disturbs the osmotic or ionic exchange More investigations have been made on pollution 
between animal and plant cells and their medium. The from coal mines than on any other kind. Forty streams 
blood flow in the tender gill membranes stops and final- in nine Missouri counties are contaminated or have re-
ly fish suffocate. Enough dilution to overcome this seldom ceived contamination from this source. Insofar as fish 
occurs before many fish and much habitat have been de- and wildlife are concerned, abandoned strip mines are 
strayed. After such destruction the recovery from con- the sources of serious pollution. Although some pits 
tamination of this kind is slow. whose spoil banks contain little sulphurous slack are sup-

Then there is the effect of frequent high concenrra- porting fish, many others are highly contaminated. Below 
tions of mineral salts held in solution. Many of these some pits, pollution is chronic as is true of Cedar Creek 
kill fish and insect and plant life which go to make up in Boone County. Contamination is continuous in the 
fish foods. Examples of such salts are iron, zinc, copper upper reach of this stream and it occurs with regrettable 
and lead compounds. These are released in solution when frequency in the lower part. The latter has been true 
they come in contact with air and water or as the result since 1940. Today the lower part furnishes little success-
of bacterial action which helps break down the parent ful fishing between repeated doses of mine water. In this 
material from which iron and sulfur compounds are locality this is tragic because few streams are big enough 
formed. The presence of these salts results in the pre- to support a sport fishery and Cedar Creek at one time 
cipitation of protein in animal and plant tissue with a was the best. There are other streams comparable so far 
lethal effect upon fish and fish foods . as their pollution history is concerned in both west and 

When mineral salts are united with air and water, north Missouri counties. 
complex chemical reactions occur. They include oxida- A condition sometimes occurs which makes it diffi-
tion-reduction and displacement reactions which remove cult to link pollution with its source. A large volume of 
oxygen from water, often to an extent which fish and acid water can move down stream in mass-killing as it 
other aquatic animals are unable to tolerate. Animals are goes-and yet measurements both up and down stream 
less tolerant of lowered oxygen in the presence of other from this mass of contaminated water might reveal a sub-
stresses which might include high acidity or lethal levels lethal level of the pollutant. When this occurs it is dif-
of chlorides, sulfides or other mineral salts, than they are ficult to prove beyond question the source of a noxious 
of oxygen deficiency alone. The lowered oxygen level substance. This has happened in Missouri in tracing the 
tends to be of shorter duration than the effect of mineral source of mine contamination. It is true particularly of 
salts or acids but is no less lethal; and when other stresses sources of pollution influenced by rainfall and sometimes 
occur at the same time, the combined effect is often more continued study is required to trace beyond question the 
potent and the kill greater. This is also true when more locations of such sources. 
than one toxic mineral salt occurs or in the presence of Another effect that accompanies the kinds of con-
a salt and an acid. The combination is often more lethal tamination we have considered here is the formation of 
than either pollutant by itself. a precipitate which covers the stream bottom as a floe-

The salts of lead and zinc and other minerals have culent material. This floe is the product of chemical re-
caused fish kills in the east and southwest sections of the action and its content depends upon the nature of the 
State. Six streams in four counties are affected. In south- pollutant. It is known to cover stream bottoms some-
west Missouri contamination has resulted from pumping times for miles down stream from the source of contami-
out inactive mines and in parts of the southeastern lead nation. The effect of the precipitate, which degrades the 
belt region it has come about from the escape of wastes habitat and interferes with spawning, cannot be con-
resulting from processing ore. Salts of lead and zinc are sidered alone because it is an end result of chemical re-
toxic to fish in low concentration. actions which themselves have fish killing properties. The 

In considering these conditions, mean or average precipitate remains after other effects have diminished 
values of pollution are not satisfactory for an appraisal of and it deteriorates habitat for fish food production and 
the effect of water contamination upon fish and other spawning. 
forms of wildlife. Maximum levels of lethal agents must The discharge of mud-laden water resulting from the 
be considered with minimum stream flows. A maximum washing process involved in reclaiming barite and iron 
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ore and the failure to impound wash water often results 
in the destruction of fish habitat and in some fish mor-
tality . This has affected 10 streams in three east central 
Missouri counties and is seen in the recent development 
of iron ore washers on south and southeast Missouri 
streams. Usually settling basins are constructed, but often 
the impounding dams are too low or too unstable to 
withstand water pressure during heavy rainfall. As a re-
sult, streams have been blanketed with sediment for 
miles. This brings about the destruction or deterioration 
of fish habitat by · destroying spawning places and fish 
food organisms and reduces the transparency of the water 
to the extent that sight-feeding fish are not able to feed . 
In some instances fish have been killed by the clogging 
of their gills. 

One additional source of contamination which might 
be classified as mining results from the discharge of con-
taminated water used in processing limestone. This oc-
curs to a limited extent in St. Genevieve County and is 
responsible for the contamination of a tributary of the 
Mississippi River. The resulting pollution is in th.e form 
of an alkaline sediment which coats the bottom and ren-
ders the stream unfit for fish or other aquatic animals. 

This portrays briefly the nature and effect of water 
pollution resulting from several types of mining. In com-
menting upon this matter I do not want to convey the 
feeling that mining is the only source of water contami-
nation, nor do I want to leave the impression that all 
mines are sources of pollution. We are pleased to point 
out that several mining companies have tried consistently 
to avoid pollution. Their efforts demonstrate that mine 
pollution can be controlled. In strip mines this can be 
accomplished mainly by keeping pits dry, by segregating 
and covering sulfuritic material and by back filling end 
pits above the coal seam in the highwall. In other types 
of mining, control of pollution has been effected by the 
satisfactory impoundment and reuse of water in process-
ing or reclaiming ore. 

Other kinds of water pollution are numerous. To 
set forth the ill effects of one type without mention of 
others would not represent a complete appraisal of the 
statewide pollution problem. The extent of some pollu-
tants is more widespread than others, and the effect dif-
fers with the type and volume of the pollutant. Wastes 
of other industries inclu"de acids, alkalies, oil, ammonia, 
phenols, organic liquors, animals and vegetable offal, 
brine, plating liquors, tars and others. In some locations 
combinations of these and sanitary wastes are present. 
This is true of the Mississippi and the Missouri Rivers 
downstream from St. Louis , Kansas City and St. Joseph. 
In these streams there is not a great deal of known fish 
mortality, but polluted conditions render fish unfit for 
use and the streams unattractive for recreation. For ex-
ample the commercial and sport fishery in the Mississippi 

River from St. Louis to Cape Girardeau has been virtual-
ly ruined and the effect is reported downstream from the 
Bi-State area surrounding St. Louis for a distance of 300 
miles. Industrial wastes from the Kansas City area have 
a similar effect upon the Missouri River where off-flavor-
ed fish have been reported at Boonville, roughly 180 
river miles from Kansas City. During the ten year peri-
od prior to 1957 the number of licensed Mississippi 
River commercial fishermen operating below St. Louis in 
Jefferson, St. Genevieve, Perry and Cape Girardeau 
Counties declined 64 percent and in the Missouri below 
Kansas City the number of these fishermen declined 62 
percent in Clay, Jackson, Ray and Lafayette Counties. 
During the same period the commercial harvest in the 
four counties below St. Louis declined 71 percent. 

Recent publicity suggests that in the near future we 
may be confronted with a type of water pollution new 
to Missouri. This is indicated by a move toward greater 
utilization of native wood products. Should this come in 
the form of pulp mills or processes which require similar 
treatment of woods, this could be a real threat to the 
sport fishery where such development is likely to occur. 
Some types of the wood products industry require a high 
volume of water and although no specific sites have been 
selected, locations on Missouri's best remaining small-
mouth bass streams are indicated. Pulp mills have a high 
volume discharge of decomposible and chemical wastes 
which produce a most devastating kind of water pollu-
tion and even air pollution in places where they are now 
established. 

Sanitary wastes also have a deteriorating effect upon 
water and fish. Their principal effect is to lower oxygen. 
None but the most tolerant fish can live in water whose 
oxygen level is subject to the demand of organic decay, 
and these fish are not the kinds preferred by most anglers. 
Sewage also contributes to fish disease and accumulated 
sludge is ruinous to spawning grounds and to fish foods 
used by the kinds of fish which occur in clean water. Ex-
tensive fish kills have been brought about by decompos-
ing sludge carried downstream by heavy runoff. In re-
cent years we have seen marked improvement in the 
treatment of sanitary wastes. This we believe has come 
about through increased public interest and the consistent 
effort of the Division of Health. 

It is of benefit both to water and wildlife and it is 
far more economical to plan for waste treatment with 
the development of new industry than it is to wait for 
pollution to become an established problem. An exam-
ple of advanced planning may be seen at the new Chrysler 
assembling plant on the Meramec River near Valley 
Park. Here approved waste treatment was included in 
the basic design for the physical plant. 

We do not question the benefit of new industry 
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with regard to its effect upon the economy or its value 
in employment and progress. But it must be recognized 
that this adds to an already increasing demand for recrea-
tion in the form of fishing, hunting and other uses of 
clean water. In view of the value of water and wildlife 

there is no question that effort and money spent for pol-
lution control is a sound investment. Let us not sacrifice 
these great resources in the interest of improving the 
economy or under the pretense of making progress. 
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STREAM POLLUTION AND MUNICIPAL AND INDUSTRIAL 
WATER TREATMENT 

BY WARREN A. KRAMER, Chief, Public Water Supply, 
Department of Public Health and Welfare, Division of Health 

The title of this discussion indicates three distinct 
subjects: Water Pollution, Municipal Water Treatment 
and Industrial Water Treatment. There are approximate-
ly 45 minutes alloted to this discussion. In seeking an 
approach to this all inclusive subject, I came to but one 
conclusion under the circumstances, forget the title and 
say what seemed most appropriate. In further review of 
the subject matter on the program the general theme ap-
pears to be mine waste pollution and these few remarks 
are chiefly with reference to those waste and public water 
supplies. 

One could make this presentation with one sentence 
by merely saying Ditto to Mr. Barnickol's remarks, be-
cause water that is so grossly polluted to be unfit for 
the habitant of fish is unfit as a source of public supply. 

It is generally accepted that water is the most es-
sential substance to all life. Adequate, clean and safe 
water is essential not only for human health, existence 
and comfort but for industry, agriculture and all activi-
ties that make up civilization today. Polluted water, 
with municipal refuse and industrial wastes may become 
uneconomical or impossible for re-use. 

It is well to reflect that new water is not made to 
replenish that which is spoiled. Other than the few liters 
made from hydrogen and oxygen in the scientist labora-
tories, the quantities of water spread over the world to-
day has been here since the beginning. It is cycled 
through natures processes of evaporation and purifica-
tion. We merely have the privileges of borrowing the 
use of it for various purposes and passing it on to others. 
It is therefore an obligation, a moral responsibility to 
keep it clean and fit . 

One need only review the experiences in West 
Virginia, Pennsylvania and other highly industrial areas 
to foresee what can occur in Missouri if pollution is not 
abated. You are familiar with case histories in Pen-

either by natural causes or otherwise. It is reasonably 
certain that liquid effluents from municipalities and in-
dustries ultimately reach natural water courses, it is rea-
sonable that they probably should. The situation how-
ever becomes very unreasonable when the nature and 
concentration of wastes becomes objectionable or impairs 
the use of water, particularly as sources of public water 
supplies. The exact concentrations of wastes where 
water quality changes from permissible to objectionable 
is subject to many interpretations. There is of course no 
question as to gross pollution by poisonous substances, 
but lesser degrees of pollutions may be objectionable or 
even intolerable on many streams. The primary con-
sideration in arriving at permissible concentrations of 
pollutants in natural waters or artificial impoundments 
must be public health and safety. Waters used for public 
supplies must be of higher quality than water of streams 
used for navigation or electric generating plants. Very 
very low concentrations of many odorous substances 
cause taste and odor in public supplies. Such material 
are measured in the water works chemistry in 1.0, 0.1, 
0.01 pans per billion. A single teaspoonful of pollutant 
to a million gallons of water may result in very objec-
tionable tastes. 

The water works industry has spent large sums of 
money on water purification research in an effort to keep 
ahead of the creeping pollution of water sources. 
Cyanides, certain metals, insecticides and other poisonous 
and toxic substances cannot be tolerated in raw water 
sources because practical conventional water treatment 
is not designed to remove such impurities. 

There are approximately 100 public water supplies 
that use surface water as sources of supply in Missouri. 
Coal mine waste in the drainage areas have caused some 
concern as to treatment and chemical quality. The city 
of Columbia has had two studies made on additional 

nsylvania and on the Ohio River where water was made water sources. Black & Veatch, Consulting Engineers 
unfit for re-use and one user was complaining of the report of 1948 designates a reservoir on upper Hinkson 
others pollution. Creek as a possible source but flag attention to coal 

These conditions we hope to avoid in Missouri by mine waste contamination on the drainage area. The 
a co-operative, realistic approach to the problem as you Lutz & May Co., Consulting Engineers report of 1958 
heard outlined by Mr. H. H. Hilliker and J. K. Smith for City of Columbia reveals a reservoir in Perche Creek 
of the Water Pollution Board this morning. as adequate source but point out the reservoir would 

All surface waters are contaminated to some degree retain coal mining effluents that would result in addi-
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. tional treatment problems and perhaps excessively hard 
water. In 1954 the State Fish and Wildlife Division 
found fish kills in Perche Creek resulting from strip min-
ing operations. Several instances of coal mining pollu-
tion of municipal water supply sources in Pennsylvania 
necessitated seeking of new water sources at additional 
expense to the water utility. In one case the West Pen-
nsylvania Water Company was awarded ½ million dol-
lar damages for the pollution of their supply by mine 
drainage. The 1945 Pennsylvania Legislature passed a 
strip mine control bill which required for backfilling the 
stripped areas. The Pennsylvania experiences reveal that 
the only way to prevent ruination of water supplies is 
by forbidding coal stripping operations on the water 
sheds. Perhaps mine waste pollution of sources of public 
water supplies in Missouri have not occurred more fre-
quently because the operations are in areas where there 
is no great public water supply demand and because of 
available ground water sources as in case of Columbia. 
Columbia however must seek other sources soon and 
strip mining operations in possible reservoir areas is a 
factor that influenced the consulting engineers to rec-
ommend wells in the flood plains of the Missouri River. 
The use of Middle Fork River, the Chariton River and 
many orher streams as sources of Public Water Supplies 
would warrant cautions if proposed as sources of public 
water supplies because of coal mine wastes. 

The mining situation, as it effects public water sup-
plies as of this date may be briefly summarized: Of the 
several types of mining in Missouri, coal strip mining 
waste is presenting the most threatening mining opera-
tion. However it has resulted in no wide spread or dam-
aging effect on public water supplies, but may become a 
factor as more public water supplies are developed. 

Now switching for a moment to other types of in-
dustrial pollution, let's take a look at the two major rivers, 
the Missouri and Mississipp1 which serve as sources of 
public water supplies for more than 50% of the popula-
tion of Missouri. Water works officials are continually 
plagued with taste and odor conditions in the river water 
because of pollution. Investigations as of to date indicate 
the severe conditions that occur periodically are caused 
by industrial wastes. There are indications that such low 

molecular weight compounds as mercaptans, and sulfides 
are discharged into the river. These compounds are ex-
tremely odorous and small traces in a supply may cause 
taste and odor difficulties. Through research the water 
works industry developed a process referred to as break 
point chlorination which is reasonably effective in de-
stroying certain tastes and odors. This process however 
requires applicating 5 to 9 times as much chlorine as 
would normally be used for disinfection purposes. The 
application of this process increases chlorination costs 
from a normal cost of $LOO per million gallons of water 
treated to $5.00 to $9.00 per million gallons. These added 
costs are in addition to other increased chemical and 
operating costs brought about because of pollution. 

Other taste and odor producing materials are fre-
quently dumped or discharged into the river. Only last 
week a severe phenolic condition occurred in the Kansas 
City supply. It was of short duration and apparently dis-
sipated or diluted to a degree that the condition did not 
cause too much trouble down stream. A refuse dump 
above Kansas City intake on the Kansas side of the 
river is suspected as the source. 

About ten years ago water works officials operating 
supplies on Missouri river. set up a warning system for 
self protection. An operator detecting a taste and odor 
conditions of the river water other than normal im-
mediately advises the Division of Health who in turn 
notifies other operators. This advanced warning has en-
abled some plants to stop raw water pumping operations 
until the slugs of contamination pass by. Others not in 
position to shut down operations have to take it. This 
is admittedly an unsatisfactory condition. The facts are 
water pollution in many instances has increased to con-
centrations beyond which present day water technology 
can satisfactorily process into a potable water. It there-
fore becomes necessary to clean the sources of supplies 
of sanitary sewage and industrial wastes. The program of 
abatement has too many facets and too wide in scope for 
one group or agency to successfully accomplish. It must 
be one of close co-operation between conservationist, 
state and federal health agencies, municipalities and all 
industrial interests. 
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AIR POLLUTION CONSIDERATIONS IN THE 
PROCESSING OF URANIUM FUELS 

JOSEPH W. MILLER 
Mallinckrodt Chemical Works, St. Louis, Mo. 

Air pollution is not new to man. The history of air light a cigarette which was primarily designed for incom-
pollution has been compared to the history of fuel, to plete combustion. 
increased industrialization, to growing populations, and What constitutes air pollution? Perhaps it would be 
to technological advancement. However, this is not to easier to define unpolluted air or clean air. Usually, the 
say that man in his activities is totally responsible for average person associates air pollution with clouds of 
pollution of the air. Natural phenomenon, in many in- smoke or dust which are readily visible. However, what 
stances, depends upon the presence of particulates, gases might seem foreign at first sight is often times a natural 
or vapors in the air which nature provides. Early use of constituent of the atmosphere. Nature itself is probably 
coal as fuel prompted observations relating to the obnox- the chief source of air pollution. With this natural phe-
ious smoke and fumes which resulted from incomplete nomenon in mind, clean or unpolluted air could be de-
combustion. Smoke abatement la.ws were enacted in fined as air which does not contain significant quantities 
England as early as the 13th century. In general, air pol- of objectionable constituents. 
lution has been recognized for many years and, in the Through the efforts of both private and public groups 
intervening period of time, has increased in severity in during the past 25 years, the subject of clean air has re-
many instances. ceived considerable attention and progress has been made 

Air pollution is recognized as a major problem which in many areas toward improving this natural resource 
involves economic, legal, scientific, and human aspects . which is so vital to each of us. Many urban areas, which 
There has been an apparent lag in the past in approach- are plagued with acute air pollution problems have 
ing and solving these problems. There are a number of shown progressive improvements and it can be expected 
classic examples where pollution of the air has reached that this trend will continue. Industry as a whole has 
disastrous proportions, such as the incident in the been an important contributor toward these improve-
Meuse Valley, Belgium, in 1930; at Donora, Pennsylvania, ments in many of the problem areas. Industry is a neces-
and Poza Rica, Mexico, in 1950; and London, England, in sary and important part of the community, and I think 
1952 where the public was rudely a wakened to the air that it is accurate to say that the general feeling exists 
pollution problem. Certainly, air pollution existed in that industry desires to be a good neighbor in the com-
these areas prior to the incidents in question, but it took munity where it might be located. 
a combination of events and favorable conditions to create The subject of radiation and radioactive materials 
the acute situation which generated real concern. The has enjoyed extensive publicity for the past 12 years. 
question might immediately arise as to why so little had Much has been written in the papers regarding contro-
been done to prevent the acute situation. Possibly the versial subjects, such as fall out, effects of exposure, and 
answers can be found in the fact that there was a period related topics, which has possibly generated some degree 
of time when sampling instrumentation and analytical of confusion and misunderstanding on the part of the lay-
procedures were not adequate for required evaluation, man. 
when little was known of the physiological effects of the Radiation and radioactive materials are not new to 
pollutants, and of primary importance, the relative indif- man. They predate the formation of the earth. The fact 
ference is rather peculiar in view of the fact that man that elements such as uranium and thorium are still 
has for a number of years been increasingly interested in, found in nature provide a means of estimating the age 
and has taken positive steps toward providing himself of the earth since the half-lives of these elements can be 
with pure food, water, milk, and drugs. One would think determined with accuracy. As a result of the presence of 
that the same degree of emphasis would have been placed radioactive materials in the earth's crust and the cosmic 
on the air that he consumes at a rate, on a weight basis, radiation from solar activity, man has been subjected to 
of some three or four times that of food and water. Pos- radiation exposure since the time he appeared on earth. 
sibly part of the answer lies in the fact that everyone con- Dr. Simon Kinsman, who has made a recent study of 
tributes to pollution of the air to some degree. This is background radiation exposure of the general population, 
the case when we burn trash or the accumulation of fall states that of the elements found in the earth's crust, ap-
leaves, when we operate our automobiles, and when we proximately one-sixth of them are radioactive. Among 
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these radionuclides are Carbon 14, Potassium 40, and all 
elements above atomic number 83 that constitute the four 
natural decay series, which are uranium, thorium, actini-
um, and neptunium. An estimate of the uranium content 
of the earth's crust is 1015 tons. The distribution is such 
that the concentration of uranium in surface rock is six 
parts per million wherein thorium is twice as abundant, 
or 12 parts per million, and radium is 2 x 10 6 parts per 
million. Surface soils have an average concentration of 
about one-half these values, yet a volume of soil occupy-
ing a square mile of area and a depth of one foot would 
contain approximately 1 gram of radium, 3 tons of urani-
um, 6 tons of thorium. In addition to uranium and thori-
um and their decay products, potassium is the only other 
naturally occurring element which has a radioisotope 
which makes a significant contribution to terrestrial back-
ground radiation. The naturally occurring radioactive 
components of air are the gaseous decay products of the 
uranium and thorium series and their respective daughter 
products which are considered particulate matter in the 
atmosphere. 

In light of these facts, what is considered by many 
to be a totally new, human generated problem actually 
has existed prior to the time of man himself. Man has, 
however, introduced artificially produced isotopes into 
the air as the result of the detonation of nuclear devices. 
In any event, radiation is not new nor is radiation ex-
posure. 

Generally, air pollution, with respect to the industri-
al contribution, is looked upon from the standpoint of 
what is occurring on the outside of the plant. In reality 
this demarcation is not a valid one since the operations 
conducted within the confines of the plant have a definite 
relationship to what occurs outside. Pollutants can often 
be traced to the generation -of unwanted by-products. 
Ventilation is a popular method for the removal of air-
borne materials with the subsequent release of the dis-
charge stream into the atmosphere. The amount of ma-
terial originally collected in the exhaust system and the 
effectiveness of air cleaning devices, if used, are important 
factors in determining air pollution contribution. 

In 1942, Mallinckrodt Chemical Works undertook 
the task of producing high purity uranium on a produc-
tion scale and since that time has been operating a urani-
um refinery for the Atomic Energy Commission. When 
private industry was given the opportunity to enter the 
radioactive materials field on a commercial basis, the 
company constructed a fuel processing plant near 
Hematite, Missouri, and has been operating in that loca-
tion since September of 1956. The general operation con-
sists of converting uranium hexafluoride into the desired 
chemical form in which it can be used as reactor fuel. 
The final product form, which depends upon the type of 
reactor in which it is to be used, can be a variety of ura-

nium compounds, or as metal, and in any degree of en-
richment in the uranium isotope 235 . 

Under the revised Atomic Energy Act of 1954, com-
panies processing or employing radioactive materials con-
trolled by the Atomic Energy Commission are issued 
licenses which are contingent upon the compliance with 
the standards for protection against radiation as set forth 
in the Federal Register, Title 10, Part 20. This regulation 
specifies the general requirements for protection during 
processing and storage, personnel monitoring, waste dis-
posal, employee indoctrination, exposure records , and 
biological sampling in addition to permissible concen-
trations of radioactive materials in air and water, both 
within the confines of the plant and the areas outside of 
the restricted zone. The purpose of this regulation is to 
promote the protection of operating personnel and the 
general public who might frequent the vicinity of the 
plant. 

Of primary interest to this discussion is that part of 
the regulation which deals with the airborne concentra-
tion during the processing of uranium fuels. The average 
permissible concentration of uranium in air to which op-
erating personnel can be exposed during a period of 40 
hours per week is 5 x 10- 11 microcuries per milliliter of 
air. Perhaps for the sake of clarity it might be well to 
define some of the terms used in measuring radioactivity. 
Each isotope of an element which is radioactive as a re-
sult of an unstable state of the nucleus of the atom, dis-
integrates at a specific rate which is characteristic of the 
particular isotope. True, disintegration is random in na-
ture; but if a sufficiently large number of atoms of a 
given isotope are involved, a definite average rate can be 
established. For radioactive atoms of every kind, the num-
ber decaying is proportional to the number originally 
present. By definition a curie is the standard measure of 
the rate of radioactive decay and is equal to 3. 7 x 1010 

disintegrations per second. By knowing the rate of decay 
of an isotope or the specific activity, one can convert 
from a curie basis to a weight basis. For example, 
2,980,000 grams of Uranium 238, 461,000 grams of Urani-
um 235, 174 grams of Uranium 234, 1 gram of Radium 
226, and 14 micrograms of Iodine 131 all constitute one 
curie of each isotope. It is evident that the higher the 
specific activity, the smaller the weight which constitutes 
a curie. Source grade uranium, or uranium as it occurs in 
nature, is composed of three isotopes which are Uranium 
238, Uranium 235, and Uranium 234. The percentage 
composition is approximately 99.27% Uranium 238, 0.72% 
Uranium 235 , and 0.006% Uranium 234. Enriching or in-
creasing the percentage of Uranium 235 increases the spe-
cific activity of the mixture due to the shorter half-life of 
the components which are enriched. 

On the basis of the specific activities, a uranium con-
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centration of 5 x 10- 11 microcuries per milliliter of air 
is equivalent to 75 micrograms of source grade uranium 
per cubic meter of air, 7.8 micrograms per cubic meter of 
air for uranium enriched to 20% in the isotope 235, and 
0.6 micrograms per cubic meter of air for uranium en-
riched to approximately 90% in the isotope 235. A pro-
cessing facility which handles a wide range of uranium 
enrichments must control the uranium concentrations in 
the working environment at a level below the appropriate 
maximum which is dictated by the enrichment being pro-
cessed. 

The permissible concentration, as specified by Part 
20, for uranium in air being discharged into the atmo-
sphere measured where it leaves the area of control is one-
tenth of the occupational environment concentration or 
1. 7 x to 10-12 microcuries per milliliter of air. This limit 
is based on a continuous 24 hour per day exposure po-
tential. Uranium concentrations of the various enrich-
ments would be reduced by approximately a factor of 30 
as compared to the maximum occupational exposure 
level. 

In addition to the regulations imposed by the Atomic 
Energy Commission through the protection standards, 
other considerations provide additional incentive to pre-
vent stack losses. The economics of material loss are a 
major factor in justifying adequate air cleaning equip-
ment since the value of uranium ranges between $20.00 
and $7,500.00 per pound, depending upon the enrich-
ment. Therefore, regulations, economics, and the desire 
to be a good neighbor in the community provide the 
basis of a good air cleaning program. 

During the processing of uranium, there are certain 
operations which are accompanied by the generation of 
airborne particulates. Since the permissible concentra-
tions are in the microgram per cubic meter of air range, 
excessive amounts are not necessarily visible. Methods 
employed to control dust concentrations in the working 
environment are directly related to the air contamination 
potential. The first approach to control should be to em-
ploy a method of operation which gives rise to the least 
airborne material. Adequate operating procedures can 
contribute effectively in minimizing these problems. How-
ever, good operating procedures cannot remedy all situa-
tions and other means of control are necessary. The next 
consideration should be the collection and removal of 
the contaminant at the point of generation. In the case 
of airborne particulates, ventilation provides a satisfactory 
means to this end. Ventilation of specific operations in-
corporates the use of basically two types of hoods-open 
hoods and closed hoods, or dry boxes. Open hoods di-
rect a controlled Bow of air across an area where con-
taminants are generated in order to remove them from 
the working atmosphere. The air requirements are de-

pendent upon the physical design of the hood, the dis-
tribution of the air Bow, the type and quantity of con-
tamination, and the method in which it is generated. The 
volume of air discharged from this type of hood can be 
quite high and the air cleaning device must be appropri-
ately sized. Closed hoods or dry boxes, on the other hand, 
provide definite advantages regarding air requirements. 
This type of hood, as the name implies, consists of a 
complete enclosure which separates the work and the 
source of contamination from the worker and the work-
ing environment. The hood is operated under a slight 
negative pressure at a low air exhaust rate of approxi-
mately 50 cubic feet per minute. Entrainment in the ex-
haust stream is reasonably low and the volume of air to 
be cleaned is considerably less than in a comparable open 
hood. There are other methods which employ ventila-
tion applications; but in any case, where objectionable 
quantities of contaminants are entrained, air cleaning 
must precede atmospheric exhaust. 

Developments in filtering media during the past ten 
years have solved many of the problems in the high ef-
ficiency filtration of small particle size materials. A varied 
selection of equipment is available which will provide a 
filtering efficiency of 99. 7% for particles 0.3 microns in 
diameter. For high volume air streams that require ex-
ceptionally good cleaning, filtering units such as the re-
verse-jet, bag collectors perform successfully with felted 
filtering media. CWS or ultra type filters, which consist 
of a pleated filter core placed in rigid frames , also pro-
vide excellent filtration. All dust control air streams serv-
ing areas or operations where uranium is entrained should 
be cleaned with this type of equipment prior to atmos-
pheric discharge. 

An effective air pollution prevention program should 
include an adequate system of evaluation. The analysis 
of uranium airborne dust samples is facilitated by the fact 
that the material is radioactive and has, in effect, a built-
in tracer by virtue of its alpha particle emission. The 
evaluation program should include regular sampling of 
the exhaust stacks on a sufficient basis to indicate aver-
age uranium concentrations. Continuous type samplers, 
which are constructed to operate during the time the ex-
haust system is in operation, are very useful in obtaining 
the best data. Off-site sampling should also be included 
as a part of the evaluation program. Here again, sampling 
frequency and time are important factors. Sampling 
should be accomplished concurrently upwind and down-
wind in order to properly evaluate any contribution from 
the site in question. Much of the sample analysis can 
be done by direct alpha counting of the filter paper used 
in collection. However, particulate loading on the paper 
must not be sufficient to promote self-absorption of alpha 
particles. If this happens to be the case, a chemical 
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separation and additional sample preparation will be nec-
essary. 

In summary, it is reasonable to say that the prob-
lems associated with the control of air pollution are es-
sentially the same whether the materials in question are 
radioactive or non-radioactive. The same principles are 
involved. The uranium industry has amassed an enviable 
health and safety record both from the standpoint of 
personnel actively engaged in the industry and the gen-
eral population. It can be expected that this record will 
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be maintained. Probably more has been done to exactly 
define maximum permissible airborne concentrations of 
radioactive materials than other pollutants. Definite stand-
ards have been established by official regulatory agencies 
and compliance with these standards is mandatory for 
operation. Add to this the economics of possible material 
losses and it is readily apparent that sufficient incentive 
exists to prevent air pollution as a result of uranium fuel 
processing. 



THE SPECIAL AIR POLLUTION STUDY OF LOUISVILLE AND 
JEFFERSON COUNTY, KENTUCKY 

RALPH I. LARSEN, PH.D. 
Air Pollution Engineering Research 

Robert A. Taft Sanitary Engineering Center 

Louisville, Kentucky, a city of approximately 400,000 
located on the Ohio River, has been experiencing for 
some years a growing urban air pollution problem as-
sociated with its industrial and economic growth. Prior 
to World War II, its problem was due mostly to soot 
and fly-ash resulting from industrial and domestic coal 
combustion. 

World War II brought the need for synthetic rub-
ber. Louisville was chosen as a manufacturing site and 
several synthetic rubber manufacturing plants were 
erected on the southwest edge of the city in an area which 
has appropriately become known as "Rubbertown." Other 
chemical industries have been added to Rubbertown un-
til today there are the following plants: 

1. One plant manufacturing calcium carbide and 
acetylene. 

2. Three plants manufacturing copolymers of buta-
diene, styrene, and acrylonitrile. 

3. A large railroad crosstie creosoting firm. 
4. Several chemical companies. 
5. Two large electricity generating stations. 
6. Two oil refineries and several tank farms. 

After World War II, citizens in western Louisville 
( a residential district of 82,000 located immediately north 
of Rubbertown) complained increasingly of odors, ir-

lacking in earlier studies, could be applied to the prob-
lem. The U. S. Public Health Service could arrange for 
technical support from such varied agencies as the Army 
Chemical Corps and Corps of Engineers, the Air Force, 
Bureau of Mines, National Bureau of Standards, and 
Weather Bureau. The U. S. Public Health Service was 
asked to provide technical direction for the study. 

The estimated cost of the study was $150,000 per 
year for a two-year period. The Rubbertown industries , 
through the Louisville Chamber of Commerce, provided 
$70,000 as their contribution, half of the study expenses 
were provided as services and equipment by the U. S. 
Public Health Service, and the remainder was provided 
by Louisville and Jefferson County. 

The aims of the study were to secure the following: 
1. A complete inventory of the sources of air pol-

lution. 
2. An air sampling program to determine air quality. 
3. A detailed meteorological study to establish the 

relationship of this important variable affecting 
pollutant concentrations. 

4. A human response survey of odor, irritation, and 
dust nuisance. 

5. A study of deterioration of materials due to air 
pollution. 

ritation , dust, and haze. In an attempt to pinpoint the 6. A study of seasonal variation of concentrations of 
air pollutant sources causing these complaints, three sur- air-borne bacteria. 
veys of the western Louisville problem were conducted The source inventory, as reported in the summary 
over a period of several years, but in the opinion of the report "The Air Over Louisville," indicates that 440 tons 
Air Pollution .Control Board these studies were not suf- of pollutants per day are discharged to the air over west-
ficiently detailed to provide a basis for remedial action. em Louisville and Rubbertown; 90 per cent of this 

In July 1955, President Eisenhower signed Public amount by weight is gaseous (SO2 , NO2 , aldehydes, etc.) 
Law 159, a law enabling the Federal Government to sup- and 10 per cent is particulate. Nine per cent of the total 
port community air pollution studies through the Public is from domestic sources, 6 per cent from transportation, 
Health Service in the U. S. Department of Health, Edu- and 85 per cent from industry. 
cation , and Welfare. Louisville's Mayor Broaddus sug- A study was conducted to indicate atmospheric trans-
gested that the Air Pollution Control Board sponsor a port of pollutants emanating from Rubbertown sources 
new study, a joint operation involving the Board, the and being diffused over western Louisville. Fluorescent 
City-County Health Department, the K entucky State particles were released into effiuents from specific Rub-
D epartment of Health, and the U. S. Public Health Serv- bertown sources and the fluorescent particle concentra-
ice. Participation by State and Federal health agencies tions were determined at a network of sampling stations 
was desired so that many more facilities, especially those located in western Louisville. Tracer tests were conducted 
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during varying meteorologic conditions; the results dem-
onstrated the wide variation in intensity of ground level 
pollution with meteorologic variation. 

The relationship between wind direction and air 
quality for airborne solids, calcium, and chlorides was 
determined. As one example, the effect of a large calcium 
source in Rubbertown was demonstrated by the fact that 
calcium concentration in western Louisville was two and 
a half times higher when the wind blew from Rubber-
town than when it didn't. 

During 18 months, three high-volume particulate 
samples per day were collected by samplers operating 
continuously at each of six air sampling stations. Anal-
ysis of the data indicates that samples taken from 4 p.m. 
to midnight consistently showed concentrations of total 
airborne particulates higher than samples taken during 
either of the other two 8-hour periods of the day. 

Odor thresholds of-various pollutants were deter-
mined by a panel of participants as part of the human re-
sponse study, and these thresholds were compared with 
measured concentrations of the same pollutants. The ex-
treme case indicated a measured concentration of one 
gaseous pollutant in western Louisville at a level 25 times 
its odor threshold. 

Several new techniques of air sampling and analysis 
were developed during the study. One was the taking of 
massive grab samples of air with a special sampling 
truck, freezing out the constituents by passing them 
through a glass U-tube maintained at minus 300° F with 
liquid oxygen, and determinin'g with a mass spectro-
meter the air pollutant concentrations for the materials 
collected. 

Note: 
The results of the study are contained in The Air 

Over Louisville, Summary of a Joint Report by the Spe-
cial Air Pollution Study of Louisville and Jefferson Coun-
ty, Kentucky, 1956-57. It is a 57-page publication il-
lustrated in color. Copies were distributed to participants 
attending the Fourth Annual Air and Water Pollution 
Conference at the University of Missouri. Others desir-
ing copies may obtain them by writing the Community 
Air Pollution Program, Robert A. Taft Sanitary Engi-
neering Center, U. S. Public Health Service, Cincinnati 
26, Ohio. 
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